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Abstract
Until the 1980s, the limited research on alcohol and other drug (AOD) use among sexual
minority women (SMW) focused on alcohol and used samples recruited from gay bars,
resulting in inflated estimates of hazardous drinking. Over the past several decades the
number of AOD studies with SMW has increased dramatically. To characterize this literature, we conducted a scoping review to answer the following questions: What do we know,
and what are the gaps in research about AOD use among SMW? We searched multiple
electronic databases (Medline [PubMed], CINAHL, PsycInfo, and Web of Science) for peerreviewed research articles about AOD use among adult SMW published between January
1, 2000 and May 31, 2017. After duplicates were removed the search identified 4,204 articles. We reviewed the titles and abstracts and removed articles that did not meet inclusion
criteria. We used full-text review of the remaining 229 articles to make a final determination
regarding inclusion and we retained 181 articles for review. Although the quantity of AOD
research with SMW has grown substantially, the great majority of studies have been conducted in the United States (US) and most focus on hazardous drinking; relatively little
research has focused on other drugs. In addition, although there has been marked improvement in theories and methods used in this research, many gaps and limitations remain.
Examples are the lack of longitudinal research; reliance on samples that tend to over-represent white, well-educated, and relatively young women; sparse attention to mechanisms
underlying the disproportionately high rates of AOD use among SMW; and the absence of
intervention research. In general, more high-quality research on SMW’s use of AODs is
needed, but gaps and limitations are particularly large in non-western countries. Addressing
these research gaps and limitations is essential for providing information that can be used to
develop more effective prevention and early intervention strategies, as well as for informing
policies that can help to reduce risky drinking and drug misuse among SMW.
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Research on alcohol and other drug (AOD) use among sexual minority women

Introduction
Over the past two decades an increasing number of studies have reported sexual-orientationrelated disparities in behavioral health, mental health, and physical health among lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) people. This has resulted in greater understanding of the
health care needs of these population groups and the challenges they face in attaining/maintaining good health and in accessing care. However, many gaps in knowledge remain, particularly related to sexual minority women’s health.
Although sexual minority women (SMW; e.g., lesbian or bisexual women, women who
have sex with women or who identify as something other than heterosexual) have many of the
same health concerns as heterosexual women, substantial sexual-orientation-related health
disparities have been reported among women in the US and in other parts of the world [1–8].
Such disparities may be compounded among sexual minorities who are also members of
another marginalized group (e.g., racial/ethnic or religious minorities, immigrants), are younger or older persons, have co-occurring health concerns, or live in countries or regions where
homosexuality is highly stigmatized or criminalized. Despite the recent growth in research,
there have been few attempts to summarize what is currently known about SMW’s health,
especially regarding their use of alcohol and other drugs (AODs) [9–12].
Hazardous drinking (HD) is among the most prominent sexual-orientation-related health
disparities among women [13]. SMW are much more likely than heterosexual women to
drink, drink heavily, and experience alcohol-related problems and alcohol-use disorders [14–
17]. For example, they are eleven times as likely as heterosexual women to meet criteria for
alcohol dependence, and eight times as likely to report seeking help for alcohol-related problems [18], indicating a disproportionately high risk of health conditions such as injury, liver,
and heart diseases [19,20]. Although less research has focused on SMW’s use of drugs other
than alcohol, they appear to also be at higher risk than heterosexual women for drug misuse
and drug use disorders [21–23]. Use of other drugs can have a wide range of health effects on
the body and brain. For example, marijuana use has been associated with certain cancers (i.e.,
lung, head, and neck), mental health disorders (e.g., anxiety and depression), neurocognitive
effects, and injuries [24–27]. The overarching aim of this scoping review was to review existing
research on alcohol and other drug use among SMW to characterize gaps and limitations and
to make recommendations about how to address them.

Scoping review methodology
Scoping studies have grown in popularity over the past 10 years and are now commonly used,
especially to review health research. Researchers conduct scoping reviews to examine the extent
and nature of research activity about a particular topic, and to summarize and disseminate
research findings or identify gaps in the existing literature. Scoping reviews are particularly useful in understanding emerging health topics, such as the health concerns of SMW. Tricco and
colleagues [28] define a scoping review as a systematic approach to “charting” or “mapping” a
broader question than is typically addressed in a systematic review. They are comprehensive
reviews that generally do not evaluate the quality of individual studies but focus on identifying
gaps in the literature and setting this within research, practice and/or policy arenas. Scoping
studies are ideal for moving forward research on AOD use among SMW with the ultimate goal
of improving care and reducing sexual-orientation-related health disparities.

Methods
We used the methodological framework for scoping reviews recommended by Arksey and
O’Malley [29] with enhancements by Levac, Colquhoun, and O’Brian [30]. This included five
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steps: (1) identifying the research question, (2) identifying relevant studies, (3) selecting studies, (4) mapping/charting the data, and (5) collating, summarizing, and reporting the results.
Identifying the research question. This scoping review was guided by the research question: What do we know, and what are the gaps in research about AOD use among SMW?
Identifying relevant studies. We developed the search strategy in consultation with an
experienced Information Scientist at Columbia University. We searched a range of electronic
databases including Medline (PubMed), CINAHL, PsycInfo, and Web of Science (WoS) for
articles published from January 1, 2000 through May 2017. Following is an example of the
search terms (these terms were used in the PubMed search).
("sexual minority" OR "sexual minorities" OR lesbian OR lesbians OR bisexual OR bisexuals
OR bisexuality OR queer OR LGBT OR LGB OR LGBTQ OR LGBTQIA OR "homosexual
female" OR "homosexual females" OR "homosexual women" OR "homosexual woman" OR
"female homosexuality" OR “same-sex relationships” OR “same-sex female relationships” OR
“mostly heterosexual women”) AND (alcohol OR alcoholic OR alcoholism OR “alcohol use
disorder” OR "substance use" OR "substance abuse" OR "binge drinking" OR "binge drinker"
OR "binge drinkers" OR "binge drink" OR "alcohol consumption" OR "consume alcohol" OR
ethanol OR "drug dependence" OR "drug dependency" OR "drug dependent" OR addict OR
addicts OR addicted OR addiction OR "drug abuse" OR "drug use disorder" OR tobacco OR
cigarette OR nicotine OR e-cigarette OR vape OR vaping OR cigarettes OR smoking OR
amphetamine OR methamphetamine OR cocaine OR opioid OR opioids OR heroin OR morphine OR "drug overdose" OR cannabis OR marijuana OR benzo OR fentanyl)
Selecting studies. Articles retrieved in the searches were evaluated for fit using the following selection criteria: quantitative studies published in English that reported data about AODs
collected from women who identified as lesbian, bisexual or other non-heterosexual identity,
or who reported having had a same-sex partner. Given the large number of studies retrieved,
and because a recent scoping review [31] focused on substance use among young sexual and
gender minorities, we narrowed our search to include only studies of adult (� 18-year-old)
SMW; we also excluded articles that focused solely on college students. Since 2003, at least
seven reviews of cigarette smoking or other tobacco use among sexual minority people have
been published. Therefore, we excluded studies that focused solely on nicotine and tobacco
use. In addition, because a large proportion of research about sexual minority health, particularly substance use-related research, focuses on HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted
infections (STIs) [32,33], we excluded studies on these topics. Although we included studies
that reflected SMW’s need for treatment, we excluded studies of treatment outcomes or barriers to treatment. We excluded studies of transgender women unless researchers also assessed
sexual identity. To ensure rigor, we used an iterative team approach in selecting studies and
extracting data.
The selection process included multiple screenings. All references were imported into Endnote and duplicates removed, leaving 4,204 references. Titles were screened to exclude articles
that did not fit our inclusion criteria (e.g., articles that reported results of qualitative studies or
that focused on men, youth, HIV/AIDS, or transgender individuals). Abstracts of the remaining 371 articles were divided among authors and each abstract reviewed by at least two authors
to determine relevance; any differences in determinations about relevance were discussed until
agreement was reached. This process resulted in 229 articles. Abstracts about which the
authors were uncertain underwent a full-text review. If an article was excluded during the full
review phase, we recorded the reason for its exclusion. After full-text reviews were completed
181 articles remained and were included in our review.
Mapping/Charting the data. Articles that met inclusion criteria were read and information about the study population(s), study location (country and state/province/region),
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recruitment method, research question, methods and measures used, and key findings were
extracted from each article. Fig 1 summarizes the selection process.
Collating, summarizing, and reporting the results. We reviewed 181 studies published
between January 1, 2000 and May 31, 2017 that included findings related to AOD use among
SMW. As shown in Fig 2, which excludes articles published in 2017 because our review covered only part of that year, research on this topic has grown substantially, particularly since
2012.
There are major gaps in knowledge about SMW’s use of AOD and related problems in
most parts of the world. As shown in the map in Fig 3 nearly all studies have been conducted
in the US. Ten studies were conducted in Australia, five in the UK, and four in Canada. Our
review included one or more studies from Argentina, Botswana, Costa Rica, Denmark, France,
Israel, Namibia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Puerto Rico, South Africa, Sweden, Taiwan, and
Vietnam. A few studies included data from multiple countries [5,34,35].

Fig 1. PRISMA flow diagram for scoping reviews showing literature search and selection of articles.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0229869.g001
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Fig 2. Number of articles per year between 2000 and 2016.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0229869.g002

Fig 3. Distribution of articles by country.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0229869.g003
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Theoretical framework for understanding heightened risk of AOD use and
related problems among SMW
Social determinant frameworks describe how the circumstances in which people live and work
shape their health outcomes. These circumstances (i.e., social determinants) are believed to
underlie many world health inequalities, such as the greater burden of poor health among disadvantaged populations [36]. Social determinant frameworks build on the concept of the
“social gradient.” The social gradient in health refers to the fact that inequalities in population
health are related to inequalities in social status [37]. That is, individuals with lower social status (e.g., women, sexual minorities, racial/ethnic minorities) experience greater health risks
and poorer health outcomes than those with higher status. Closely aligned with the social
determinant framework are theories and perspectives on stigma and minority stress. Explanations for sexual-orientation-related health disparities are largely based on theories of stigma
[38]. Until recently, studies of stigma-related stressors among sexual minorities have focused
primarily on stressors at the individual and interpersonal levels. For example, Meyer’s minority stress model [39] posits that stigma, prejudice, and discrimination contribute to increased
risk of AOD use/misuse and mental health problems among sexual minorities via several primary mechanisms: (1) external, objective stressful events (e.g., discrimination, harassment,
and violence); (2) expectations of such events and the vigilance that this requires; (3) the internalization of negative societal attitudes (internalized stigma/homophobia); and (4) rejection
sensitivity or stigma consciousness, which often results in concealment of one’s sexual minority status.
Unlike individual and interpersonal forms of stigma, structural stigma has been conceptualized as “societal-level conditions, cultural norms, and institutional policies that constrain the
opportunities, resources, and well-being of the stigmatized” [38]. Hatzenbuehler and colleagues [40] found evidence of structural stigma in a study showing that LGBT people living in
US counties whose residents strongly opposed same-sex marriage had worse health than those
living in counties that were more supportive of same-sex marriage. We conceptualize sexual
minority stress as including both individual and institutional forms of prejudice and discrimination that likely contribute to AOD-related health disparities among SMW.
Results of this review are organized to generally reflect these theoretical frameworks. We
summarize studies related to prevalence of AOD use among SMW and elaborate on differences across other dimensions of social status (race/ethnicity and age). Although we do not
summarize research on AOD use among sexual minority men (SMM; e.g., gay or bisexual
men, men who have sex with men or who identify as something other than heterosexual), we
mention differences between SMW and SMM in prevalence or correlates of alcohol and drug
use when those differences were among the primary findings of a specific study. Consistent
with health disparities and stigma frameworks, we also review literature related to risk and
protective factors at the individual, interpersonal, and community levels, as well as intersections between AOD use and other health issues.

Results
Prevalence of AOD use and related problems
Alcohol. Research has consistently found higher rates of alcohol consumption and hazardous drinking (defined by the World Health Organization) [41] as a pattern of alcohol use
that increases risk of harmful consequences) among SMW than among heterosexual women.
For example, in large US population-based studies such as the National Alcohol Survey (NAS)
and the National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions (NESARC)
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researchers [14,21] found three to seven times higher odds of past-year alcohol dependence
among lesbian and bisexual women than among heterosexual women, controlling for age and
other relevant demographic variables. Interestingly, sexual-orientation-related differences
tend to be more pronounced and consistent among women than men [5,21,42–44]. Sexual
minority women are less likely than exclusively heterosexual women (women who identify as
heterosexual and who have only had sexual relationships with men) to abstain from alcohol
use and more likely to report indicators of hazardous drinking including heavy episodic drinking, drinking to intoxication, and drinking-related problems [14,45]. Studies using behavioral
measures of sexual orientation (sex or gender of sexual partners) have also found significantly
higher risk of alcohol dependence among SMW than among heterosexual women [46–48]. In
addition, SMW appear to be more likely than heterosexual women to report lifetime or pastyear treatment, or other help-seeking, for alcohol-related problems [14,45,46].
Studies with smaller, nonprobability samples have found greater alcohol misuse among
SMW veterans in the US [49] and higher likelihood of positive screens for alcoholism among
SMW participants recruited from women’s groups [50], compared to their heterosexual
counterparts.
Research from other countries generally shows the same pattern of alcohol outcomes as
studies conducted in the US. Researchers [17] using data from the Australia National Drug
Strategy Household Survey found higher rates of high-risk drinking (based on AUDIT-C
scores), daily drinking, and ever having attended treatment among lesbian/bisexual women
than heterosexual women. Research using one wave of data from the Australian Longitudinal
Study on Women’s Health (ALSWH) [16,51] found that SMW were more likely than exclusively heterosexual women to be high-risk drinkers. In one of the only studies to combine survey data from multiple (n = 14) countries, Bloomfield and colleagues [34] found that in North
America, but not other countries, rates of high-volume drinking (heavy episodic drinking on
at least one occasion in the previous month) and risky single occasion drinking were higher
among women with same-sex partners than among those with only male partners. King and
colleagues [5] conducted a meta-analysis of findings from multiple studies of mental health,
substance use, self-harm, and suicide among sexual minorities published between 1997 and
2004. The studies were conducted in seven countries in North America, Europe, and Australasia, with most from the US (17/25, 68%). Relative risk of past-year AOD dependence was 1.5
times higher among LGB people than among heterosexuals. Risk of past-year AOD dependence was particularly high among lesbian and bisexual women (4 times higher than heterosexual women for alcohol dependence and 3.5 times higher for drug dependence).
Although researchers often aggregate data across sexual minority sub-groups (e.g., combining lesbian women and gay men, or lesbian and bisexual women), there is growing consensus
that it is important to examine differences across SMW subgroups. For example, in studies
that compare SMW and heterosexual women, researchers have found higher rates of heavy
drinking or alcohol-related problems among bisexual women, women who self-identify as
“mostly heterosexual,” and women who identify as heterosexual but report same-sex partners
[14,16,45,52–56]. Analyses of data from the third wave of the 20-year longitudinal Chicago
Health and Life Experiences of Women (CHLEW) study [57], which included a large nonprobability sample of SMW originally recruited in the Chicago Metropolitan area, showed no
difference in drinking outcomes between bisexual- and lesbian-identified women. This finding
contrasts with those of the great majority of the studies we reviewed that found higher risk
among bisexual women regardless of which of the three major dimensions of sexual orientation (identity, attraction or behavior) was assessed.
Other drugs. As with alcohol, estimates of drug use and dependence vary based on how sexual orientation is defined—and findings tend to be more consistent and sexual-identity related
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differences more pronounced among SMW than SMM [21–23,35,47,54,58–60]. Studies using
national or other large probability samples have documented higher rates of marijuana and
illicit drug use among SMW than heterosexual women, as well as greater risk of drug dependence or any substance use disorder [16,21–23,47,52,53,58,61–64]. For example, populationbased studies conducted in Australia and the US showed three to five times greater odds of
past-year marijuana use and two to three times greater odds of other illicit drug use among lesbian and bisexual women compared with exclusively heterosexual women [16,21,23]. Studies
using non-probability samples have similarly found elevated rates of drug use and drug-related
problems among SMW. For example, studies of drug-using populations [65] and patrons in
clubs [66] found that lesbian and bisexual women were more likely than heterosexual women
to use club drugs and other illicit drugs. Further, research with community samples of SMW
has found unmet needs for AOD treatment [67,68].
Rates of drug use also vary substantially across sexual identity groups, with bisexual women
typically showing the highest risk [16,23,35,63]. For example, Paquette and colleagues’ study
[63] of sexually active adults in Britain found higher odds of drug use among bisexual (but not
lesbian) women than heterosexual women. In contrast, using U.S. nationally representative
data McCabe and colleagues [21] found that, compared with heterosexual women, rates of
past-year marijuana and illicit drug dependence were higher among lesbian women but not
bisexual women. A multi-country study found higher odds of lifetime use of 11 different drugs
among bisexual women and men relative to heterosexual women and men [35].
Studies using expanded measures of sexual identity have generally found higher rates of
marijuana or other drug use among women who identify as mostly heterosexual [53,69], or
who identify as heterosexual but report same-sex partners [23,54,56], than among exclusively
heterosexual women.

Racial/Ethnic differences in AOD use
Although findings about the influence of race/ethnicity on substance use among SMW were
somewhat mixed, studies that compared SMW of color and White SMW typically found either
no differences, or higher risk of AOD use/misuse among SMW of color. In wave 1 of the longitudinal CHLEW study, Hughes and colleagues [70] found that Black SMW reported fewer lifetime problem drinking consequences and dependence symptoms than White or Latina SMW
but were two to three times as likely to report 12-month heavy drinking and almost twice as
likely as White SMW to report 12-month problem drinking consequences. Black SMW were
half as likely as White SMW to have ever wondered if they were developing an alcohol problem. Using the same dataset, Parks and Hughes [71] found that Black SMW were significantly
more likely than White SMW to be past 30-day heavy drinkers. No differences were found in
either study in comparisons of Latina and White women. In analyses of data from wave 3 of
the CHLEW study, which included more than 700 SMW, women of color reported significantly more past year symptoms of potential alcohol dependence than White women but were
less likely to have ever been treated for problems related to AOD use [68].
In a study using data from a large community-based health center in Boston, Massachusetts, Mereish and Bradford [72] found that White SMW had significantly higher odds of
reporting lifetime substance use problems than their heterosexual counterparts. SMW of color
(Latina and Black participants were combined) had more than four times the odds of reporting
lifetime substance use problems as their heterosexual counterparts. Balsam and colleagues [73]
examined racial/ethnic differences in one wave of an online longitudinal study of 18- to
25-year-old SMW. No racial/ethnic differences were found in heavy episodic drinking (pastyear consumption of 4+ drinks in a day), alcohol problem consequences, or current marijuana
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use. In another online study of young adult women (ages 18 to 35), Lewis and colleagues [74]
found that Black lesbian women reported significantly lower levels of hazardous drinking
(based on AUDIT scores) than White lesbian women. MacCarthy and colleagues [75] examined substance use behaviors among Black women presenting for STI or HIV testing. Compared to their heterosexual counterparts, Black SMW reported significantly higher rates of
every substance use outcome, including heavy episodic drinking, lifetime marijuana use, crack
or cocaine use, and other drug use. Similarly, in the Multi-Site Women’s Health Study conducted in several US cities, Hughes and colleagues [76] found that Black lesbian women were
significantly more likely than Black heterosexual women to report current drinking and more
than one alcohol-related problem. They also reported higher rates of use of all categories of
drugs, although only use of hallucinogens and opiates was significantly higher. Further, twice
as many Black lesbian (20%) as Black heterosexual (10%) women reported ever having sought
help for a drug or alcohol problem.
We found few studies that examined AOD use among Latina SMW. Only one study
included a heterosexual comparison group but did not disaggregate findings from Latina and
Asian participants. Cochran and colleagues [77] found that Latinx and Asian SMW were more
likely than their heterosexual counterparts to report a recent drug use disorder. Two studies
focusing on discrimination had mixed findings. In a community-based sample of Latina
SMW, Matthews and colleagues [78] found that more than 70% had ever used marijuana, 19%
were heavy drinkers, 36% were current smokers, and more than 30% had ever used cocaine,
crack, crystal meth, or heroin. Acculturation and discrimination (based on race/ethnicity, sexual identity, gender, or gender identity) were each independently and significantly associated
with substance use; the association between acculturation and substance use was partially
mediated by discrimination. In unadjusted analyses of data from a national convenience sample of Latina immigrant SMW, Cerezo [79] found that discrimination based on ethnic minority status and on sexual minority status were significantly associated with substance use.
However, these associations were attenuated and no longer significant when adjusting for age,
income, education, and acculturation. In the wave 1 CHLEW study described above, Latina
women did not differ significantly from White women on any of the alcohol outcomes [76].
However, in a later wave (wave 3) of the study that included a larger and more diverse sample
of SMW, Latina (11%), and African American (8%) women had significantly higher rates of
past-year alcohol dependence symptoms than white women (4%) [68].
Even fewer studies have examined AOD among Native American or Asian SMW. In a
study of lesbian, gay, and bisexual (two-spirit) Native Americans, Yuan and colleagues [80]
found that 72% of men and 62% of women engaged in hazardous drinking; 51% of men and
49% of women met criteria for past-year alcohol dependence. In the only study of AOD use
among Asian SMW (other than Cochran and Mays’ study of Latina and Asian SMW described
above) Dibble and colleagues analyzed data from a sample of midlife Asian, Pacific Islander,
and Native Hawaiian lesbian women [81]. Rates of daily drinking were relatively low (7%);
30% reported drinking once a month or a couple times a year, and 11% reported past alcoholuse-related problems. The study did not include a heterosexual comparison group.
Although findings regarding the influence of race/ethnicity on AOD use among SMW were
mixed, there is some evidence of elevated risk among SMW of color relative to their heterosexual counterparts.
Age-related differences in AOD use. Several articles in this review compared rates of
AOD use in younger and older SMW. The most common finding was that rates of AOD use,
and hazardous drinking (e.g., heavier drinking, heavy episodic drinking, symptoms of potential problem drinking or alcohol dependence), were higher among younger than older SMW
[70,82,83]. Similarly, several studies found that differences in AOD use between SMW and
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heterosexual women were greater among younger than older women [59,82,84]. Further, in
contrast to findings from women in the general population that document declines in drinking
among older women, Hughes and colleagues [70] found relatively little age-related variation in
lifetime or 30-day abstention rates across four age groups of lesbian women in the CHLEW
study. Using data from the same study, Parks and Hughes [71] found that age differences in
heavy drinking varied across racial/ethnic groups: among African-American lesbian women,
rates of past-12-month heavy drinking were highest in the oldest cohort, whereas among
White and Latina lesbian women 12-month heavy drinking was highest in the youngest age
cohort. In an online survey of more than 1000 lesbian women, ages 19 to 50 or older, in the
Southern US, Austin and Irwin [82] found that problematic alcohol use (defined using CAGE
scores) was highest in the youngest age group and decreased with age.
A substantial number of studies have focused on emerging and early adult SMW (age � 30)
[16,22,59,61,73,85,86]. Studies that included comparison groups consistently found that young
SMW had higher rates of most AOD-related outcomes than young heterosexual women
[16,22,59,61]. Other findings included possible resilience of young SMW of color; associations
between AOD use and sexual risk behaviors; reciprocal associations between SMW-specific
perceived drinking norms and actual alcohol consumption; and greater disparities in AOD use
and its mental health correlates among younger than older SMW [22,61,73,85,86].
A smaller number of studies examined AOD use/abuse patterns in older (age 50+ or 60+)
SMW [83,87–89]. Only one of these studies included a heterosexual comparison group: Fredriksen-Goldsen and colleagues [88] found that older SMW were more likely than older heterosexual women to smoke and to drink excessively (defined as four or more drinks/occasion
in the previous month). Masini and Barrett [89] found that alcohol use (1+ drinks in past 30
days) was considerably higher in SMW (73% of lesbian and bisexual women combined) than
national norms for same-aged women (49%). Other findings were that older lesbian women
had higher rates of excessive drinking than older bisexual women; non-Hispanic White SMW
had higher rates of high-risk drinking than did SMW of color; and scores on screening instruments for alcohol abuse and drug abuse correlated negatively with time spent with other sexual
minority people [83,87,88].

Risk and protective factors
Minority stress. Even though minority stress is considered a major driver of sexual-orientation-related health disparities [39], relatively few studies directly tested the links between
minority stressors and substance use among SMW. D’Augelli and Grossman in 2001 [87] were
among the earliest researchers to examine associations between stress associated with sexual
minority status and alcohol use and mental health. The study was also unique in that it focused
on older (ages 60 to 91 years) lesbian, gay, and bisexual people. Alcohol or drug use did not
appear to be significant predictors of mental health in this older sample.
Many studies that examined relationships between AOD use and minority stress focused
on sexual-orientation-based discrimination or internalized homophobia. For example, in analyses of NESARC data, Lee and colleagues [90] found that more than half of SMM and nearly
half of SMW reported lifetime experience of sexual orientation-based discrimination. The relationships between discrimination and substance use outcomes were mixed and significant
only among men. Using the same dataset but expanding discrimination to also include experiences based on sex and race/ethnicity, McCabe and colleagues [91] found that substance use
disorders (SUDs) were more prevalent among LGB respondents who reported any of the three
forms of discrimination compared with those who reported no discrimination. Prevalence was
highest among LGB respondents who reported all three types of discrimination. In analyses of
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data from the Swedish Twin Study, Frisell and colleagues [92] found that women in same-sex
relationships had three times greater odds of alcohol dependence than their twin sisters who
were in opposite-sex relationships. Discrimination explained some, but not all, of the variance
in alcohol dependence. In a rare quasi-experimental study, Everett, Hatzenbuehler, and
Hughes [93] examined the impact of new civil union legislation in Illinois (a mid-Western
state in the US) on minority stress, depression, and hazardous drinking in wave 3 of the
CHLEW. Legislation was associated with reductions in stigma consciousness, perceived discrimination, depressive symptoms, and adverse drinking consequences in the full sample.
SMW of color and those with high school education or less showed greater reductions in
stigma consciousness, suggesting that policies supportive of sexual minorities may disproportionately benefit the most vulnerable SMW. In 2006 Amadio [94] found partial support for a
positive relationship between internalized heterosexism and alcohol use among SMW, but not
SMM. In an online study of 18- to 25-year-old same-sex attracted women and men in Australia, Lea and colleagues [95] found overall low levels of internalized homophobia and perceived
stigma. SMW were less likely than SMM to report past-month club drug use. There were no
significant sex differences in psychological distress or club drug dependence and no significant
sexual identity differences in any of the mental health or substance use outcomes. The associations between minority stress and substance use were inconsistent. Austin and Irwin [82]
found general risk factors (depression and stress) were more strongly associated with alcoholproblem symptoms than were discrimination, lesbian/gay related stigma, or internalized
homophobia.
Lehavot and Simoni [96] recruited 1,381 lesbian and bisexual women for an online survey
that assessed gender expression, minority stressors (victimization, internalized homophobia,
and concealment), social–psychological resources (social support, spirituality), and healthrelated outcomes (substance use and mental health). Higher levels of masculine/butch gender
expression were associated with greater LGB victimization but with less internalized homophobia and concealment. Each of the minority stressors was negatively associated with social–
psychological resources, which was negatively associated with mental health and substance
use. In addition, LGB victimization was also directly associated with substance use. This model
accounted for 56% of the variance in mental health problems and 14% of the variance in substance use.
Other studies [97–101] examined the relationships between substance use and minority
stressors of various forms such as heterosexist events, and guilt-proneness and shame-proneness. Another study [102] examined how early drinking onset, minority stress, and drinking
self-schemas influence substance use. These studies showed mixed support for the association
between minority stress and substance use. Finally, following the Pulse nightclub shooting in
Florida, Boyle and colleagues [103] found that the odds of using AODs to cope with the event
were higher among SMs who perceived that their peers used alcohol or drugs to cope with the
event than those who did not hold this perception.
Sexual orientation disclosure. The small number of studies that examined the association
between sexual orientation disclosure and AOD use reported mixed findings. Feinstein, Dyer,
and London [104] analyzed data from SMW recruited online and found that higher levels of
sexual orientation disclosure were associated with greater numbers of AOD-use related consequences among bisexual women, but not among lesbian- or queer-identified women. In a sample of lesbian women in New Zealand, Saphira, and Glover [105] found no association
between level of disclosure and alcohol use; however, women who reported marijuana use
reported higher levels of disclosure. Rothman and colleagues [106] examined disclosure and
others’ reactions to disclosure in a sample of LGB participants in the 2002 Massachusetts
Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Survey. Most (73%) LGB participants had disclosed their
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sexual identity to their parents (or stepparents). Two-thirds of these participants reported
receiving what they perceived as adequate social and emotional support. Among SMW, nondisclosure was associated with 12 times the odds of past-month illicit drug use and 1.5 times
the odds of binge drinking (5+ drinks/occasion in the past month). Lesbian and bisexual
women who disclosed their sexual identity and whose parents were not supportive were more
than 11 times as likely as those with supportive parents to report lifetime illicit drug use. Similarly, in a study [107] of family reactions to SMW’s disclosure conducted in Vietnam, negative
reactions (e.g., beating up the participant and/or her partner, calling the police, having the participant locked up) were associated with significantly higher risk of past-month heavy drinking
compared to those whose familial reactions were positive or neutral.
Violence and victimization. Although a relatively large number of studies focused on
links between violence/victimization and AOD use in SMW, only one [109] explicitly examined victimization experiences that occurred because of sexual minority status. Nevertheless,
studies in this review indicate that SMW are more likely than exclusively heterosexual women
to report nearly every form of childhood and adulthood victimization, and that victimization
is generally positively associated with AOD-use outcomes. For example, Drabble and colleagues [108] used data from more than 1100 women in the US National Alcohol Surveys to
compare relationships between hazardous drinking and sexual and physical abuse by sexual
identity. Rates of lifetime victimization were higher in each of three SMW subgroups (lesbian,
59%, bisexual, 76%, and heterosexually-identified women who reported having same-sex partners, 64%) than in exclusively heterosexual women (42%). Women who reported childhood
physical abuse (CPA) were 50% more likely, and women who reported childhood sexual abuse
(CSA) were 80% more likely, than those with no childhood victimization to report hazardous
drinking. Adult victimization was also strongly predictive of hazardous drinking. In another
study using a US national probability sample, Hughes, McCabe and colleagues [15] found that
lesbian and bisexual women were significantly more likely than heterosexual women to report
any lifetime victimization and to meet criteria for AOD dependence. Among women who
reported childhood neglect, those who identified as lesbian had 30 times higher odds of alcohol
dependence than heterosexual women.
Balsam, Lehavot, and Beadnell [49] found that lesbian women were significantly more likely
than heterosexual women (and gay men) to report CSA and adult rape. SMW who reported
CSA and/or adult rape also reported significantly higher levels of alcohol, marijuana, and
other drug use than those who reported no victimization. In analyses controlling for CSA, differences in adult rape were no longer statistically significant, leading the authors to speculate
that lesbian women’s higher rates of CSA might explain their greater risk of rape in adulthood.
In a clinic-based US study, researchers at Fenway Health Center [109] in Boston, Massachusetts, examined substance use problems using a single-item measure (“In your lifetime have
you ever felt you had a problem with substance use?”). They found that SMW were more likely
than heterosexual women to report childhood abuse, but not intimate partner violence (IPV).
The relationship between minority sexual identity and substance use was strongly influenced
by childhood abuse and IPV in men, but not in women. Using the same clinical sample, Merish, O’Cleirigh, and Bradford [110] found that SMW who reported LGBT-based victimization
had significantly higher odds of a lifetime substance use problem than those who did not
report victimization. As in many or most of the studies reviewed, elevated risk of substance use
in this study was more apparent in women than in men. In another analysis of Fenway client
data [111], CSA, IPV, substance use, and history of suicide attempt were strongly interrelated
among SMW.
Bimbi and colleagues [112] found that SMW who reported physical IPV were more likely
than women without histories of IPV to report recent cocaine use; women who reported non-
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physical violence were more likely to report recent alcohol and marijuana use. A large study
[113] of LGB people recruited using street intercept survey methods found no difference in
rates of mutual IPV (both partners engage in IPV) among lesbian/bisexual women. Other
studies [114–116] have found that childhood abuse, IPV, and violent victimization are more
prevalent among drug-using SMW than their heterosexual counterparts. Further, Mattocks
and colleagues [117] found that SMW veterans were significantly more likely than heterosexual women veterans to report both childhood sexual trauma and military sexual trauma—and
to be hazardous drinkers.
Several studies of links between victimization and alcohol use in this review are from the
longitudinal CHLEW study. In a CHLEW pilot study, Hughes, Johnson, and Wilsnack [118]
found that lesbian women were more likely than heterosexual women to report CSA, but rates
of adult sexual assault (ASA) were similar in the two groups. In analyses of wave 1 of the
CHLEW, Hughes and colleagues [119] found that CSA directly predicted lifetime alcohol
abuse, and CPA directly predicted lifetime psychological distress. CSA also indirectly increased
the risk of lifetime alcohol abuse through its negative effect on age at first heterosexual intercourse. CPA had only indirect effects on lifetime alcohol abuse through its strong relationship
to lifetime psychological distress. In analyses using a combined data set (2001 National Study
of Health and Life Experiences of Women [NSHLEW] and 2001 [wave 1] CHLEW) Hughes
and colleagues [120] found that exclusively lesbian, mostly lesbian, and bisexual women were
more likely than exclusively heterosexual or mostly heterosexual women to report CSA;
women who reported both childhood and adult sexual victimization reported significantly
higher levels of hazardous drinking than those without such histories. In the same combined
dataset, exclusively and mostly heterosexual women reported fewer types of victimization
experiences than bisexual, mostly lesbian, and lesbian women [121]. The latter three groups
also reported higher rates of re-victimization than exclusively heterosexual women. The odds
of hazardous drinking increased incrementally by 20% for each type of victimization reported.
Lewis and colleagues [122–124] are among the few researchers who have examined associations between hazardous drinking and IPV among SMW. Among this group’s findings are
that (1) hazardous drinking among lesbian women was significantly associated with physical
IPV; (2) greater emotional distress was associated with increased drinking to cope, which was
in turn associated with a higher number of maximum drinks, which predicted increased likelihood of bi-directional partner violence; and (3) lesbian women who reported discrepant alcohol use between themselves and their partners also reported poorer relationship quality after
controlling for psychological and physical aggression. In a study of SMW in southern Africa,
Sandfort and colleagues [125] found that forced sex by women was more likely to involve intimate partners than forced sex by men. Forced sex by men was significantly associated with
drug-use-related problems whereas forced sex by women was associated with drinking-related
problems.
Using population-based data from the psychiatric healthcare and prescription drug records
of nearly 31,000 individuals in the Stockholm, Sweden, Public Health Cohort, Bränström [126]
showed that bisexual women were nearly twice as likely as heterosexual women to receive
AOD treatment. More frequent experiences of victimization/threat of violence and lack of
social support partially explained these disparities. Hequembourg and colleagues [127] also
found that bisexual women showed greater risk than lesbian women of sexual or physical
assault and negative alcohol- or drug-use outcomes. Talley and colleagues [69] found that
mostly heterosexual women were more likely than exclusively heterosexual women to report
CPA, lifetime tobacco, and marijuana use, past-year symptoms of alcohol-use disorder, and
recent marijuana use; they were more likely than bisexual women to have ever tried marijuana.
An online study [73] of 18- to 25-year-old SMW found that African American SMW had
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higher odds, and Asian American SMW had lower odds, of reporting CSA than White SMW.
Asian American SMW also had lower odds of adult rape and lower peak drinking. A study
[80] of two-spirit persons found that about half of the sample met criteria for alcohol dependence; among past-year women drinkers the most common type of childhood maltreatment
was emotional abuse (72%).
Intimate relationships. There has been little research on the associations between hazardous drinking and relationship factors among SMW. Generally, findings suggest that relationships are important in understanding risk and protective factors for hazardous alcohol use.
Hazardous drinking among SMW, particularly when in relationship with a partner who does
not drink or drinks moderately, appears to predict poor relationship outcomes [124]. Using
data from the same sample, Mason and colleagues [122] found that hazardous drinking was
significantly associated with IPV perpetration.
Partner sex/gender may also be associated with substance use outcomes. Molina and colleagues [128] found that bisexual women with a single male partner reported significantly
more alcohol problem consequences and higher odds of binge drinking than those with a single female partner. Further, compared to women with a single female or male partner, those
with multiple partners reported a greater number of alcohol consequences, but similar levels
of binge drinking. Results of mediation analyses indicated that internalized bi-negativity
explained the higher levels of alcohol. Reczek, Liu, and Spiker [129] found similar levels of
moderate and heavy drinking among women in cohabiting relationships, irrespective of sex of
partner.
Religion/Religiosity. There was been very little quantitative research examining the association between religion and substance use among SMW. In one exception, Drabble and colleagues [130] examined data from a large sample of US women who participated in one of
three population-based National Alcohol Surveys (2000, 2005, 2010). Religiosity (the importance of religion in one’s life) was significantly greater among exclusively heterosexual women
than among lesbian or bisexual women or heterosexual women who reported same-sex sexual
experience. Lesbian women reported the lowest rates of affiliation with religions/denominations that discourage alcohol use. High religiosity was associated with lifetime alcohol abstention and was found to be protective against hazardous drinking and drug use among both
SMW and heterosexual women. Reporting religious norms unfavorable to drinking was protective against hazardous drinking among exclusively heterosexual women but not SMW.
Drinking contexts and drinking norms. Early studies [131] used “gay-friendly” bars to
recruit large enough samples to examine drinking patterns among sexual minorities, resulting
in artificially inflated estimates of heavy drinking and drinking-related problems. Subsequently, research with less biased samples has provided more nuanced insights into social
norms and the contexts in which SMW drink. Findings from several studies underscore the
complexity of the associations between drinking contexts and hazardous drinking among
SMW. For example, a US national population-based study [132] found that SMW (including
heterosexually-identified women who reported having one or more same-sex partners in the
past five years) patronized bars and attended parties more often than exclusively heterosexual
women; bisexual women (but not lesbian women) drank more than exclusively heterosexual
women in both bar and party contexts. Two surveys [133,134] using non-probability samples
of SMW in different regions of the US examined associations between adult drinking outcomes and retrospective reports of drinking behavior and drinking contexts during early sexual identity development. Findings suggested that hazardous drinking among adult SMW was
predicted by heavy drinking in sexual-minority specific bars and social settings. A mixedmethods of study [135] of motivations for bar patronage among sexual minorities and heterosexual individuals found that social motives were among the most common reasons for going
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to bars. Social motives were not associated with problematic drinking; however, frequenting
bars in an attempt to change mood was positively associated with drinking-related consequences and alcohol dependence symptoms. SMW perceive greater alcohol availability in LGB
social contexts than non LGB contexts, perceive heavier drinking as normative, and overestimate the quantity of alcohol consumed by peers [133,134,136,137]. More frequent bar attendance appears to be associated with overestimates of how much other SMW drink [137].

AOD use and other health concerns
Mental health. Although there is a wealth of data on the associations between AOD use
and mental health among women in the general population, research on this topic with SMW
is more limited and findings are inconsistent. In the ALSWH [16], SMW in Australia reported
significantly higher levels of stress, depression, and poor mental health than exclusively heterosexual women. Depression predicted drug use other than marijuana, but not drinking outcomes in the full sample of both sexual minority and exclusively heterosexual women [16]. In
one of the few longitudinal studies included in the current review, Johnson and colleagues
[138] used data from two waves of the CHLEW study. Anxiety was prospectively associated
with hazardous drinking, and hazardous drinking was prospectively associated with depression. These findings suggest that SMW may use alcohol to self-medicate symptoms of anxiety
and that hazardous drinking may, in turn, lead to depression. Using 2004–2005 NESARC-II
data, Mereish and colleagues [139] found that among women with a lifetime alcohol use disorder, SMW had higher prevalence of any mood disorders, dysthymia, and panic disorder than
their heterosexual counterparts. In contrast, a study [140] that recruited sexual minorities
from LGBT centers in the Los Angeles, California, area found that depression was not significantly associated with drinking frequency among SMW. This study found a significant interaction effect of internalized homophobia and depression on drinking frequency, suggesting that
SMW who have high levels of both internalized homophobia and depression may drink more
frequently.
Talley and colleagues [141] used NESARC data to examine the contribution of sexual-identity-related stress to risk of AOD dependence in SMW and SMM. Identity disturbance was
more common among sexual minorities than heterosexuals and was strongly predictive of lifetime alcohol dependence, illicit drug dependence, and any substance dependence. Associations
were more consistent among women than men and were evident among women across the
three major dimensions of minority sexual orientation (sexual identity, sexual behavior, and
sexual attraction).
Suicidal ideation and behavior. Elevated rates of suicidal ideation and behaviors have
been consistently documented in sexual minority samples. In a convenience sample of LGB
individuals [142], 91% reported ever having suicidal thoughts; of these, 41% had seriously considered suicide and almost one-fourth had attempted suicide. Among SMW, interpersonal
abuse, but not AOD use, predicted both suicidal behavior and suicide attempts. Mereish,
O’Cleirigh, and Bradford [110] found that history of victimization was significantly associated
with history of substance use problems, suicidal ideation, and suicide attempts in a clinical
sample of SMW at a primary health care center. Controlling for victimization, women who
reported substance use problems had three times higher likelihood of suicidal ideation and
five times higher likelihood of suicide attempts. Substance use partially mediated the association between sexual-minority-based victimization and suicidal ideation and attempts. Using
data from a probability sample of adults aged 20–24 and 40–44 years (at baseline) living in and
around the Australian Capital Territory, researchers [143] found that sexual abuse by a parent
had the strongest association with self-harm, followed by bisexual identity. Current marijuana
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use and alcohol dependence (but not hazardous drinking) were significantly associated with
self-harm; ecstasy and amphetamine use were not. The authors did not test whether the associations between substance use and self-harm might differ by sexual identity. In a nationally representative sample from France [144], participants who identified as LGB had significantly
higher rates of suicidal ideation, but not attempts. Substance use and physical and sexual
assault were significantly associated with suicidality.
Physical health. Although the physical health of sexual minorities has received much less
research attention than mental health, we found more than 30 studies of physical health
among sexual minorities that included assessments of AOD use. All of the studies included
measures of alcohol use or alcohol-related problems but only one-third of the studies also
assessed drug use. More than one-half of the studies used probability samples. Many of the US
studies used Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) data from one or more states
in the US. Several studies analyzed data from longitudinal surveys (ALSWH, the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent to Adult Health [Add Health], and Growing Up Today Study
[GUTS]), but only two conducted time-ordered analyses of longitudinal data. In one of these,
Hatzenbuehler and colleagues [145] examined stressful life events in four waves of data from
Add Health and cardiometabolic biomarkers at wave 4 when participants were 24- to 32-years
old. Alcohol use (binge drinking) was included only as a covariate. The other longitudinal
physical health study [146] used seven waves of data from GUTS, which recruited 9- to
14-year-old children of women in the Nurse’s Health Study II, a national prospective cohort
study of female registered nurses in the US. This study examined cancer-related risk behaviors
over time. Rates of binge drinking (defined as drinking four or more drinks in a few hours, six
or more times in the previous year) were not statistically different across sexual identities with
one exception: women who identified as mostly heterosexual were more likely than their
completely heterosexual counterparts to meet criteria for binge drinking. Only one study
tested the association between AOD use and a physical health outcome: Everett and Molborn
[61] included AOD use as one of the predictors of hypertension among LGB participants in
the US Add Health study. In the other studies, AOD use was assessed as one of a variety of outcomes (e.g., smoking, diet, physical activity, obesity), a behavioral health risk factor generally,
or a risk factor in relation to a specific health condition. For example, six studies focused on
risk factors for cardiovascular disease (CVD) and 10 focused on risk factors for cancer; two
studies focused on risk factors for both CVD and cancer. Although these studies of physical
health among SMW found few relationships between alcohol use and physical health outcomes, many of them used probability samples and produced prevalence estimates of various
AOD use outcomes among SMW which add to overall evidence of sexual-orientation-related
AOD use disparities. For example, in the national or multi-state studies [147–150] that disaggregated lesbian and bisexual respondents analyses found greater odds of heavy drinking and
binge drinking among both lesbian and bisexual women than among heterosexual women.
Some outcomes varied by how subgroups were defined. For example, a study [150] that
defined SMW as lesbian, bisexual, or something else/don’t know found nearly two times the
odds of heavy drinking (defined as > 1 drink/day) among the “something else/don’t know”
women compared to heterosexual women.
AOD use and sexual risk. The associations between sexual risk behaviors and AOD use
appear to differ by sexual identity and by race/ethnicity. Using two waves of data from the
CHLEW, Matthews, Cho, and colleagues [151] found that SMW who reported high levels of
sex-related drinking expectancies (e.g., believing that drinking would improve their sexual
experiences) at baseline were more likely to be defined as hazardous drinkers in wave 2. Further, hazardous drinking at baseline was associated with increased sexual risk behaviors at
wave 2. Bisexual women and Black SMW reported more sexual risk behaviors at wave 2 than
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lesbian and White women, respectively. In a study of women presenting for STI and HIV
screening at a community clinic [75], Black SMW were more than two times as likely as Black
heterosexual women to have used AOD—and to have a partner who used AOD—the last time
they had sex. In a clinic sample of women recruited at a sexual and gender minority health center, Estrich, Gratzer, and Hotton [152] found that bisexual women were significantly more
likely than either lesbian or heterosexual women to report that they and their partner used
drugs the last time they had sex, and more likely than lesbian women to report that they and
their partner used alcohol the last time they had sex.
In a study of women in Puerto Rico, Soto-Salgado and colleagues [153] found that those
who reported ever having a same-sex partner (n = 39; 7%) were more likely than women with
only male partners to report lifetime use of illicit drugs and current smoking; no significant
differences in rates of alcohol consumption were found. Among women in the 2002 National
Survey of Family Growth, Bauer, Jairam, and Baidoobonso [54] found that heterosexuallyidentified women who reported having a same-sex partner were significantly more likely than
lesbian women and exclusively heterosexual women to be daily smokers, weekly drinkers,
binge drinkers and to have used marijuana and cocaine in the past year. This group did not
differ significantly from bisexual women on tobacco use or from lesbian or bisexual women on
weekly drinking.

Discussion
As shown in Fig 1 in the results section, there was a substantial and linear increase between
2000 and 2017 in the number of research reports that focused on AOD use among SMW. In
addition to an increase in the quantity of research, there is evidence of methodological and theoretical improvements in this research. For example, many more studies in the past 10 years
have included probability samples and multiple measures of sexual orientation. There has also
been a modest increase in longitudinal research designs, in studies that address mediators and
moderators, and in the explicit use of theoretical frameworks to guide research aims and
hypotheses. Nevertheless, many gaps remain and there is much room for improvement in the
quantity and quality of research on AOD use among SMW.
Although the number of studies on AOD use among sexual minorities is growing, inclusion
of SMW remains limited because much of this research has focused on HIV risk among men
who have sex with men. One reason for this is that funding for sexual minority health research
disproportionately addresses sexually transmitted diseases, particularly HIV/AIDS. Between
1989 and 2011, apart from studies of HIV/AIDS, only 0.1% of all studies funded by the US
National Institutes of Health focused on sexual minority health. Of these, most focused on
men; only 13.5% addressed SMW’s health [33].
In most studies that we reviewed SMW reported higher rates than heterosexual women of
nearly every alcohol-related outcome that was assessed. Further, except in a handful of studies,
bisexual women showed the highest risk of all sexual orientation subgroups. Although less
often assessed, women who identified as mostly or mainly heterosexual—or who identified as
heterosexual but reported having had same-sex sexual partners—showed higher risk than
exclusively heterosexual women, and in a few studies showed higher risk than lesbian women.
In addition, in most studies that included both SMW and SMM, alcohol outcomes were more
prominent among SMW. Sex-differences-related patterns of drug use were less clear, largely
because relatively little drug research has included SMW. Some of the inconsistency in findings also likely relates to differences in the kind of drugs asked about and how ‘use’ was operationalized in the studies.
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Although there is some support for lower or slower age-related maturing out of harmful
AOD use among SMW compared with heterosexual women, studies in this review showed
that younger SMW were more likely than their older counterparts to report hazardous drinking and drug use. There is also clear evidence that risk decreases with age among SMW. Evidence regarding racial/ethnic differences in AOD use and related outcomes was less consistent
—with some studies showing Black SMW at higher risk than White SMW and others showing
the opposite. In general, female sex and minority race/ethnicity do not appear to provide the
same level of protection against AOD use and related outcomes among SMW as among heterosexual women.
More difficult to summarize are results related to risk and protective factors associated with
AOD outcomes among SMW. The bulk of studies showed positive associations between discrimination and AOD outcomes. Findings related to internalized homonegativity/heterosexism were less consistent—with some studies showing strong positive relationships and others
failing to find significant associations. One of the most consistently robust findings in the studies reviewed was higher rates of lifetime interpersonal violence and victimization among
SMW. Further, violence and victimization were generally significantly associated with AOD
outcomes. However, almost no studies assessed whether violence/victimization occurred
because of minority status. Therefore, it cannot be determined whether SMW are at greater
risk of some forms of violence/victimization because of their sexual minority status.
Consistent with findings in the literature about the influence of intimate relationships on
AOD use, we found some evidence that living in a same-sex household makes it more difficult
for SMW to conceal their relationship and their sexual identity. Although some have speculated that SMW who are also racial/ethnic minorities may be at greater risk than White SMW
of family and community rejection, it appears that religious factors may account for racial/ethnic differences in support of same-sex relationships and that secular influences play less of a
role in structuring African Americans’ and Latinx’ beliefs about same-sex relationships [154–
157].
As in the broader literature on whether disclosure of minority sexual orientation has a positive or negative effect on mental health, findings from the studies we reviewed showed mixed
results related to AOD use. The available studies do, however, suggest that the outcome
depends on the reactions of those to whom SMW disclose.

Limitations in research on AOD use among SMW
Methodological limitations. Noteworthy methodologic limitations in research on AOD
use among SMW include the 1) preponderance of cross-sectional, descriptive research designs;
2) general reliance on non-probability samples that tend to over-represent White, well-educated, and young SMW; 3) wide variations in labeling and defining AOD-related variables; 4)
focus on only one dimension of sexual orientation; 5) combining lesbian and bisexual women,
or all SMW and SMM, in analyses; and 6) lack of attention to how changes in sexual identity
might influence substance use.
Longitudinal designs, although very rare in research on AOD use among SMW, are important for testing mediational mechanisms and necessary in understanding how changes in
social determinants impact AOD use. Research on moderators of the links between stress and
negative AOD outcomes is needed to better understand why some SMW are more, or less,
influenced by exposure to stressors. Such moderators include individual characteristics (e.g.,
race/ethnicity, coping skills, SES), interpersonal factors (e.g., social support, relationship status), and structural factors (e.g., anti-discriminatory workplace policies). Theory-driven
research on moderators is needed to identify SMW who are at particularly high risk for
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hazardous drinking or drug misuse—as well as to identify modifiable factors that could help
reduce the negative impact of stressors. Longitudinal study designs are also important for
examining the impact of changes in societal attitudes and of policies and laws (e.g., same-sex
marriage) that likely influence the health of sexual minorities.
Although a growing number of AOD-related studies include probability samples, such
studies remain the exception. Probability samples (sometimes referred to as random samples) are the gold standard of sampling for survey research because they allow generalization
of results to the population from which the sample was drawn. This is necessary in estimating population parameters, such as the prevalence of AOD use and related outcomes among
sexual minorities. This is an important area that needs improvement to grow the expanding
knowledge base about AOD use among SMW. Currently most studies that include probability samples use existing data from large national surveys. These studies have provided
important information about sexual minority health and health disparities, but they are limited in that they rarely include sexual minority-specific risk factors or large enough samples
of sexual minority subgroups to permit comparisons based on age, sex, race/ethnicity or
other important characteristics. Researchers [158,159] have begun to advocate for oversampling of sexual minority participants to provide large enough subgroups for such
comparisons.
Even though it is not possible to know the extent to which findings from non-probability
samples accurately characterize the sexual minority population, studies based on nonprobability samples can yield valuable information, especially if findings are replicated in multiple
studies [160]. As described above, most probability samples of sexual minorities are limited in
size or in the scope of variables included in the study. They are also limited by the unknown
extent to which sexual minority participants fail to answer, or answer truthfully, questions
about sexual orientation. In addition to providing general descriptive data for sexual minority
populations and subgroups, nonprobability samples permit experimental tests of the effectiveness of various behavioral or health interventions; assess relationships among study variables;
identify differences among groups; and in general, provide insights into health-related challenges faced by sexual minority populations [1].
Despite growing evidence of both sexual orientation and sex differences in AOD-related
outcomes a surprising number of studies combined lesbian and bisexual women or all SMW
in analyses that compared SMW and heterosexual women. Decisions to combine lesbian and
bisexual women are often made because of small sample sizes or assumptions of similarity but
should be discouraged whenever possible [162]. One of the most robust findings in this review
was the higher rates of AOD use and related risks among bisexual women compared with
other sexual minority and heterosexual women. Similarly, combining SMW and SMM in analyses obscures sex and gender differences that are important in understanding AOD-related
risk factors.

Limitations in measurement of AOD
There was a large amount of variability in how substance use was operationalized in the articles
we reviewed. For example, some researchers assessed AOD use over a specific time (e.g., past
month, past year, lifetime), others examined risky use (e.g., heavy episodic/binge drinking,
intoxication or use-related problems), or self-perception of having or having had AOD-related
problems, and a few focused on diagnosable outcomes (e.g., DSM substance use disorders).
Developing accepted measurement standards for AOD use and related problems among sexual
minority people would permit more accurate cross-study comparisons and more sophisticated
methods, such as meta-analytic studies.
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The field would benefit from more studies that ask questions beyond lifetime AOD-use
related problems, or frequency and quantity of drinking. Greater attention to subjective assessments of intoxication, maximum number of drinks, patterns of high-risk drinking (e.g., drinking in conjunction with driving or sex) and negative consequences (e.g., accidents, heightened
risk of violence) provide a more comprehensive assessment of risk beyond traditional consumption measures (e.g., quantity, frequency) [161].

Limitations in measurement of sexual orientation
Relatively few studies in this review assessed multiple dimensions of sexual orientation—even
though it is now well-accepted that sexual orientation includes at least three major dimensions
(sexual identity, sexual behavior, and sexual attraction). McCabe and colleagues [21] demonstrated that across all three major dimensions of sexual orientation, non-heterosexual orientation was typically associated with elevated likelihood of substance use and dependence—
although the strength of the associations varied. The associations between sexual identity and
substance use/dependence in the McCabe study were stronger than the associations between
same-sex attraction or behavior and substance use/dependence. In contrast, prevalence rates
for substance use/dependence did not vary across the sexual orientation dimensions among
heterosexual respondents. McCabe and colleagues [21] also found that regardless of which sexual orientation dimension was examined, effects (sexual minority participants higher than heterosexual participants) were consistently larger among women than men—a common finding
in studies of AOD use conducted in various parts of world [13].
Using only one dimension of sexual orientation may underestimate risk among sexual
minorities. For example, focusing solely on same-sex relationships or sexual behavior limits
the sample to SMW who are in relationships or who have had the opportunity to engage in
same-sex behavior. Bauer and Brennan [162] point out another problem with this approach.
In most studies, to be counted as bisexual, participants must report at least one male and one
female partner within a given timeframe, whereas being counted as lesbian or heterosexual
requires only one sexual partner. These researchers used data from the 2002 US National Survey of Family Growth to demonstrate that the observed effects of ‘behavioral bisexuality’ on
AOD use and sexual health outcomes may result from differences in the number of sex partners, rather than bisexuality as typically defined. They found that past-year behavioral bisexuality performed poorly as a proxy measure for either bisexual identity or lifetime bisexual
behavior. The authors recommend that researchers who use such measures be cautious in
their interpretations. And, even though sexual identity (compared with sexual attraction or
behavior) appears to be the most robust predictor of AOD use and related problems, many
SMW are unable or unwilling to identify as such [21,163]. By assessing multiple dimensions of
sexual orientation researchers can examine differences in AOD-related outcomes based on
each individual dimension as well as on combinations of dimensions. For example, on some
measures of AOD use women who identify as heterosexual but report same-sex partners show
similar risks as lesbian and bisexual women [14]. Further, this lack of ‘congruence’ among sexual orientation dimensions appears to be associated with poor health outcomes [55].
Relatively few studies included expanded measures of sexual identity (e.g., response options
that include mostly heterosexual). McCabe and colleagues [164] demonstrated the importance
of using expanded sexual identity measures in a methodological experiment using data from
the Student Life Survey at the University of Michigan in the US. In this study, the researchers
randomly included either a 3-category and a 5-category sexual identity question in each survey
questionnaire. Approximately one-third of students who identified as bisexual based on the
3-category measure chose ‘‘mostly heterosexual” or ‘‘mostly lesbian/gay” on the 5-category
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measure. Beyond illustrating the potential misclassification of study participants when estimating the prevalence of various sexual minority subgroups, the researchers found that choice of
measure impacted study outcomes. In analyses using the 3-category measure, bisexual participants showed greater risk of AOD use whereas when data were analyzed using the 5-category
measure mostly heterosexual participants showed the greatest risk.
Minority sexual orientation among women is often fluid [165–167], a factor ignored in
most of the studies we reviewed. Studies have shown that changes in sexual identity are associated with depressive symptoms among adult SMW, and with depression and AOD use among
adolescent and young adult sexual minorities. Longitudinal research that permits examination
of changes in sexual orientation and how these relate to AOD use across time is needed to better understand this process.

Theoretical limitations
Until Meyer [39] published a paper describing the minority stress model, few studies on AOD
use among SMW mentioned a theoretical model. Although minority stress was described as
the guiding theoretical framework or perspective in many of the studies that we reviewed, relatively few tested components of this framework. It is important to recognize that there are multiple pathways to sexual-orientation-related AOD disparities, and that other theoretical
perspectives and frameworks can help advance understanding of SMW’s substance use. For
example, intersectionality posits that multiple social categories (e.g., race, ethnicity, sex, gender, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status) intersect at the micro level of individual experience to reflect interacting systems of privilege and oppression at the macro, social-structural
level (e.g., racism, sexism, heterosexism) [168].
The life course theory or perspective [1] is another approach to understanding SMW’s
health. This perspective encompasses ideas and observations from a variety of disciplines
including history, sociology, demography, developmental psychology, biology, and economics.
It calls attention to the connection between individual lives and the historical and socioeconomic context in which those lives unfold. Similarly, a social ecology conceptual framework
incorporates multi-level domains associated with health among SMW [169]. It facilitates the
examination of multi-level—structural, social, individual—factors associated with health outcomes that can guide the development of preventive strategies and health promotion
interventions.
Other researchers have adopted models that integrate elements of multiple theories. For
example, Fredriksen-Goldsen and colleagues [170] use the Health Equity Promotion Model in
their research with older LGBT people. This model is based on the premise that all people have
the right to achieve their full health potential. It incorporates life course perspectives and considers historical, structural, and environmental contexts, as well as multi-factorial mechanisms
(e.g., psychological, social, behavioral, and biological processes) that support or restrict health
and well-being.

Gaps in research on AOD use among SMW
Nearly all research on AOD use among SMW has been conducted in the US. Of the 181 studies
reviewed, only 25 (14%) were conducted in countries outside the US. Research is essential for
understanding stigma and other social determinants of health in different population groups
and subgroups, and in different geographic and cultural contexts. Research is also essential for
identifying strategies to reduce such disparities. Science drives policy discussion, formulation,
and implementation and evaluations of the needed evidence (e.g., legislation, regulations, and
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standards of practice that negatively impact SMW) to eliminate health disparities at the local,
regional, national, and global levels.
In addition to the lack of research on AOD use among SMW in most parts of the world, we
identified many other gaps in our review. For example, there is not yet enough evidence to
determine whether SMW of color are at greater or lower risk than White SMW for negative
AOD-use outcomes. Even large national surveys rarely include enough racial/ethnic minority
SMW to test for racial/ethnic differences. To obtain adequate samples of subgroups based on
race/ethnicity, age, or other key demographic characteristics, governments and other funding
bodies need to support oversampling of small population groups, such as SMW, that are at
high risk for negative health outcomes. Understanding whether and in what circumstances
minority race/ethnicity is a risk or protective factor is critically important in designing prevention and intervention strategies that target harmful AOD use.
We also found very few studies that focused on resilience or protective factors. Understanding these factors is essential to the development of prevention and early intervention
for AOD use-related problems among SMW. In one of the few studies to examine such factors, Ryan and colleagues [171] found that family acceptance predicted greater self-esteem,
social support, and general health status among Hispanic and non-Hispanic White sexual
and gender minority young adults. Family acceptance was also protective against depression, substance abuse, and suicidality. Hughes, Szalacha, and McNair [16] found that being
married, having children, and having higher levels of education were separately associated
with lower odds of risky drinking and illicit drug use among SMW in Australia. More
research is needed to understand the impact of institutional policies/programs that promote
acceptance of sexual minority people. Research is also needed that examines mediators of
the relationship between stressors and health outcomes, such as individual (e.g., coping and
resilience) and group (e.g., social support, identification with a sexual minority community)
resources and factors that buffer the deleterious effects of stress. There is a need to more systematically examine similarities and differences in factors, such as marriage, that are typically identified as protective against hazardous drinking and drug use among heterosexual
women. For example, although affiliation with religions that discourage alcohol use has a
protective effect against hazardous drinking among women in general population studies
[130,172], this relationship was not evident in a study cited in the current review and religiosity was not protective in a study using data from the CHLEW published after May 2017
[173]. It would be helpful to better understand the effects of religion and religiosity on AOD
use among SMW as this may be a key influence on substance use, especially in conservative
regions of the world.
Another large gap—perhaps better described as a gaping hole—relates to the lack of intervention studies. None of the studies included in this review tested an intervention, and to our
knowledge only one study [174] outside this review has done so. Innovative, resiliency-promoting strategies that target high-risk groups of SMW, such as those who have experienced
childhood abuse, are needed to prevent the development of stress-related negative AOD use
outcomes. Although we excluded studies that focused on treatment outcomes or barriers to
treatment, we did include studies that reported findings related to SMW’s need for treatment
[67,68,131]. These and other studies suggest that SMW are not receiving treatment commensurate with their needs [175,176]. In addition, SMW may enter treatment with more severe
AOD-related problems than heterosexual women [177]. Information is needed about factors
(e.g., discrimination) that are associated with AOD treatment acceptability and engagement
among SMW.
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Limitations of this scoping review
In addition to limitations identified in the studies reviewed, we also recognize limitations in
our review of this literature. First, the authors are all US-based and therefore our inclusion/
exclusion criteria may not reflect the research priorities or cultural contexts of AOD use in
other locations. Second, it is inevitable that our search missed some eligible articles. Third, we
omitted “gray literature” (e.g., doctoral dissertations, practice guidelines, government reports).
Fourth, although we included (and searched deliberately for) studies conducted outside the
US, many non-US-based articles were excluded because they used qualitative research designs,
non-English language or involved populations defined by HIV/STI risk. Our exclusion of
HIV/STI-focused research was intentional. Studies of AOD use among HIV/STI-defined populations constitute a substantial portion of AOD-related research among SMs, and several
reviews of this literature have been conducted [178,179]. We also excluded studies about
tobacco use. Although cigarette smoking and other tobacco use is an important health behavior among SMW, during the period of our review (2000–2017) there were seven scoping or
systematic reviews related to smoking/tobacco use among sexual minorities. For this reason
and to narrow the scope of our review we chose to exclude studies of tobacco use unless they
also included alcohol or other drugs. Narrowing the focus allowed us to comment on and
draw attention to other important segments of the literature. Understanding a broader range
of risk and protective factors for AOD use among SMW is a prerequisite for making recommendations for future research and for developing targeted and tailored interventions.

Summary and recommendations
Our results highlight the field’s interest in minority stress as an important risk factor for AOD
use and related outcomes—as well as some advances in the currently available literature.
Future directions include continued examination of AOD use in nationally representative
samples; use of more sophisticated theoretical frameworks, research designs, and analytic
methods; expanded focus on racial/ethnic differences, physical health, older age groups, and
resilience/protective factors; improved standardization of sexual orientation, minority stress,
and alcohol/drug use measures; more research with sexual minority populations in countries
outside the US; and increased efforts to translate what is known about AOD use among SMW
into clinical interventions and public health policies.
Compared to research on gay and bisexual men, and men who have sex with men, there has
been much less research on substance use among SMW, and almost no studies have used prospective designs. Given the historical changes in the social acceptance of sexual minority people in many parts of the world, longitudinal studies that add new, younger cohorts over time
are needed to represent contemporary life experiences, health behaviors, and associated health
consequences. Important theoretical developments have occurred over the past decade or two
in conceptualizing mechanisms that drive sexual minority health disparities. Some research on
mechanisms is underway—although this research has focused less on AOD use than on other
health concerns of sexual minorities. Other research opportunities include the use of siblingcomparison designs, inclusion of partners, and family studies.
Methodological innovation is needed in sampling SMW for research and in determining
the best questions to use when assessing sexual orientation. For example, although researchers
rarely include the intermediate category of ‘mostly heterosexual,’ there is a growing body of literature showing that women who identify in this manner represent the largest proportion of
SMW (more than lesbian and bisexual women combined). In addition, women who identify
as mostly heterosexual appear to be more like lesbian and bisexual women than exclusively
heterosexual women regarding many health-risk behaviors and health concerns, including
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many related to AOD use. Further, how sexual minority people identify and the labels they use
are changing. Increasingly, younger SMW prefer terms such as queer, pansexual or asexual (or
multiple identity labels); how these identities relate to AOD-related risk is largely unknown.
Most of the studies reviewed here focused on risks for negative AOD-related outcomes;
there has been very little attention to resilience. More research focusing on resilience and protective factors is needed to support the development of early intervention and treatment
approaches. Although we must acknowledge that AOD-related disparities based on sexual orientation exist, it is important to remember that most SMW are resilient: despite encountering
stigma and discrimination on multiple fronts most do not engage in hazardous drinking or
drug use [11]. There are reasons to be optimistic that minority stressors may now play less of a
role in AOD use given recent positive changes in social determinants and reductions in structural stigma (e.g., the growing number of countries that have legalized same-sex marriage)
[180]. At the same time, continuing shifts in the social and political climate may also serve to
amplify minority stressors [181,182].
There is also a great need for research that includes multiple levels of risk and protective
factors. Most research on AOD use among SMW has focused on understanding individual
contributors to risk (and less frequently protection). In addition, little attention has been paid
to structural stigma. In one study [93] using a quasi or natural experimental design investigators compared SMW interviewed before a state policy (structural) change related to legal recognition of same-sex relationships with those interviewed after the change. Women
interviewed after the change showed better alcohol use and mental health outcomes than those
interviewed before the change.
In summary, marked advances have been made in research on AOD use among SMW, and
opportunities are nearly limitless for researchers to make further substantial contributions to
advance the science and improve the health of SMW.
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